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ABSTRACT 
The 5th generation cellular technology i.e. 5G network is 

considered as most emerging wireless technology to enable 

the IoTs. Nevertheless, the key challenge is to offer a 

ubiquitous and efficient backhaul networking to small cell 

devices. There are several backhaul solutions are available 

which can address the backhaul challenges for 5G networks. 

In this context, the present survey study providing a detail 

overview on 5G infrastructure with respect to different 

architectural concept followed by different backhaul 

solutions. A qualitative review on prior backhaul solutions 

and different standards are discussed. Furthermore, 

highlighting perceives solutions over 5G backhaul networks, 

which are not apparent when backhaul networking is 

examined as individual part of 5G technology. This 

comprehensive survey study is key in exploring the significant 

catalysts which are supposed to mutually cover the way to 

solve the new wireless backhaul challenge. In the last, have 

defined key points generated from existing solution and 

providing consolidated research directions for new 5G 

backhaul network deployment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
From the past few decades, mobile communication system has 

significantly evolved from wireless voice communication 

system to present intelligent communication system [1], [2]. 

With the growing advancement in the intelligent technology, 

the wireless communication system become more 

sophisticated and unleashed end user services which support 

infinite number of mobile applications exploited by billions of 

mobile users around the globe, represented in figure-1. In the 

year of 2000, the 3G technology brought us new era for 

wireless data streaming, the user got access the information at 

anytime and anywhere through internet connection [3]. This 

mobile network with integration of advance smartphone 

technologies brought new changes in the mobile 

communication world where mobile users can access 

multimedia information (e.g. email, media information, 

music, HD video streaming, internet gaming and etc), which 

we can see today as application centric interface [4].  

Due to the new advancement of mobile technologies, mobile 

devices becoming smarter very rapidly in terms of intelligence 

in computing and multimedia capabilities which supports 

large number of application services for example; high quality 

image delivery, HD video streaming, online gaming and many 

more [5], [6]. Thus, billions of mobile users are expecting to 

have high quality of internet experience anywhere and 

anytime they go. These requirements more pronounced when 

5G technology becomes more popular with advance network 

capabilities with multiple smart services. 

 

Fig 1: The Evolution of Mobile Networks 

5G communication technology extends the wireless 

networking beyond the users, to support network connectivity 

for everything which can advantageous from being connected 

that include personal belongings, home appliances, pervasive 

to medical equipment and everything which connects to each 

other. The unlimited 5G network services, use cases and 

network provisions are discussed by [7]. Also, in [6] author 

discussed about two significant trends of 5G network services. 

That is everything wirelessly connects with mobile network 

which enables the billions of mobile devices interconnected 

independently while guaranteeing the privacy as well as 

security [8]. 

5G network provides tremendous services for example; 

remote monitoring and real time smart device control, which 

supports M2M (machine to machine) services and IoT 

applications, such as smart vehicles, smart pervasive systems, 

robots and sensor [8]-[10]. According to the Cisco [5], the 

noticeable growth of M2M connection reaches ~3.5 billion by 

2021, and about 29% of total devices will interconnected with 

each other while it was only 10% in 2016. Another 

forecasting UMTS analysed that, total number of IoT devices 

will reach up to 50 billion by 2020, meanwhile was only 12 

billion in 2010. 

5G technology delivers high dimensional data content in real-

time and ensures security and privacy which makes the 

wireless communication system more extensive in day today 

life. For example; HD video streaming, media rich network 

services, road safety and many more. As per Cisco cellular 

data traffic report, the maximum mobile data traffic will be 

generated by video-based mobile application, which is going 
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to be 72% of mobile data traffic by 2019 compared to 55% in 

2014 [5, 11]. Therefore, with the growing demand of mobile 

user’s requirements, it is provision to design a consolidated 

5G backhaul cellular network architecture which connects 

with eNBs to core network and contains copper, fibre, 

microwave and satellite links. In LTE cellular networking 

system, the radio control device often behaves as backhaul 

point [12]. However, backhaul aggregation point is desirable 

for both wired and wireless networks.  

With the evolution of cloud radio access network (i.e. Cloud-

RAN) architecture, the 5G backhaul has developed with more 

complex network integrated with front haul, backhaul and mid 

haul. The backhaul point is directly connected with remote 

radio head to the base band unit. While front haul is running 

over common public radio interface separating the base band 

unit with remote radio head. A front haul lite [13] and next 

generation front haul interface is being explored [14]. An inter 

eNB X2 based mid haul interface is introduced [15] which 

specifically introduced and utilized to group and link the both 

front haul and backhaul aggregation points. The network links 

among two aggregation points and the core network, the s1 

interface have retained backhaul term. The backhaul refer the 

whole transport network involve mid haul and front haul. 

The evolution of backhaul strategies from 2G, 3G to 4G have 

surveyed [16-17]. Also, in [18], authors explored a 

comprehensive research study on packet switched and circuit 

switched backhaul technologies. The first comprehensive 

survey study on 5G backhaul challenges and state of the art 

solution presented by Jaber et.al [12] and provided tangible 

solution strategies for 5G backhaul offering consolidated 

dynamic vision and adaptive 5G backhaul framework. The 

work of [19] provided an insightful review on next generation 

mobile network backhaul problems and solution portfolio. 

In this survey study, have presenting the comprehensive 

research study which illustrates about 5G backhaul 

requirements and challenges, also reviewed on existing 

solutions, and provides tangible guidelines for using backhaul 

solution methods on 5G networks whilst providing a 

consolidated dynamic, flexible vision on 5G backhaul 

framework design. 

The structural format of proposed survey study work can be 

organized as follows; section-2 details about 5G infrastructure 

including design objectives and different design views. 

Section-3 reviews on literature of proposed 5G backhaul 

solutions. Section-4 illustrates about open research problems. 

Section-5 highlights some 5G backhaul challenges and 

research directions. In the last section-6 discusses conclusion 

of the proposed study. 

2. 5G INFRASTRUCTURE 
The fifth-generation cellular technology i.e. 5G network is the 

most privilege, promising and emerging wireless 

communication technology which contains higher speed, 

more coverage and quick network responsiveness. Low 

latency is the one of the benefits, where latency is the 

response time among user request and network response of 

accessing and streaming multimedia content. Initially, 5G 

network uses high frequency spectrum for delivering of 

massive pipe for online streaming.  

5G technologies are expected to provide multiple 

opportunities to launch efficient and cost less multiple 

network services therefore, developing a 5G infrastructure for 

business and technical innovation. Additionally, 5G network 

infrastructure provides an efficient network solution 

particularly to support vertical markets for example; 

automation, food, agriculture, healthcare and energy etc [20]. 

Also, it is needful to accelerate the service circulation to all 

involved business stakeholders. Conflicting from the 

evolution of existing mobile network technologies, 5G 

network requires not only improvise the network solutions 

even also a sophisticated combination of massive storage and 

computing infrastructure. Therefore, it is expected that service 

providers need access to underlying network resources and 

computing models. In [21], author represented 5G ecosystem 

which include business service and function layer at top most 

layer. The service providers can provide the multiple services 

via telecommunication operators which have deploy at middle 

layer i.e. network function layer which is named as network 

slicing, specialized for networking and computing functions.  

A. Design Objectives 

In the following have mainly discussing about few significant 

5G infrastructure design objectives as; 

 Wide spectrum range with diverse characteristics: 

As per the network performance and functionality 

perspective, previous generation mobile networks 

(i.e. 3G/4G) does not provide potential solutions 

related with bandwidth, spectrum sharing, latency 

and many more. Therefore, next generation network 

architecture (5G) should allow high spectrum to be 

handled more precisely, by monitoring spectrum 

usage as well as by enabling delivering strategies 

over mobile networks. 

 Efficient transmission and data processing:One of 

the major requirements of current communication 

system is the highly efficient packet transmission 

and data processing [22]. This functionality includes 

realization of network operations within the radio 

protocol stack, which allow fast device accessing 

for MMTC services with low overhead for control 

plane signaling. Furthermore, optimal latency 

requirement has been investigated for placing 

network functions nearer at the edge of network 

access.  

 Redefinition of network boundaries between RAN 

and core network:To achieve all requirements, the 

new paradigm must support software defined 

network (SDN) as well as network functions 

virtualization (NFV). Also, it is require designing 

new network strategy which improves the network 

flexibility as well as solves the complexities such as 

new interfaces, network management functions, 

privacy and security issues.  

 Support different wireless interface variances:There 

is certain requirement to configure the current and 

future wireless interface using different formulation 

and waveforms, evolved resource management 

methods for dynamic environment. Also investigate 

a new mechanism by integrating the user and 

control planes with non 5GPPP system.  

 Advance communication system and multi antenna 

with different beam forming capability: A scheme 

of multi antenna with large MIMO, antenna arrays, 

and millimeter wave access points address the 

coverage and mobility requires by using 

beemsteered antenna patterns. Additionally, based 
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the requirement and deployment case, it should 

support various types of antenna for example; uni-

directional, low or high gain beam forming, 

dynamic of static beam forming antenna pattern as 

well as digital or analog or hybrid antenna pattern. 

 To Support multi connectivity:Multi connectivity 

scheme is the primary technology to full fill the 5G 

provisions related to low latency, high data rate, 

reliability and network availability.  

 Network controlled D2D communication: It 

includes node to node, broadcast and multi cast 

communication. Also, it should supportable with 

wide range of physical resources, e.g. from 

distributed base station to centralized cloud RAN. 

 Support of network slicing scheme: The future 

generation network should support tradeoff between 

delay and capacity as well as large traffic 

differentiation to full fill the diverse and end to end 

QoS requirements. Also have to offer separate and 

prioritization common framework for computation 

and security purposes.  

 Virtualized communication network model:In the 

ultra-flexibility environment, there is provision to 

design a virtual infrastructure where access 

networks and network resources are deployed at 

edge layer with potential functionalities. Any 

adaption with ever increasing dynamic market 

requirements implies high cost investment to 

reconfigure and deploy the hardware. So that virtual 

communication infrastructure (i.e. Virtual Network 

Function) deployment is the potential solution to 

resolves the network management problems [23]. 

 New automated network management system:  The 

5G network will have to support the multiple 

services via multi tailored environment. Also, it 

contains large set of processing data from 5G 

networks, and the system development for 

managing network nodes but supporting of 

federated network management service is crucial 

task for ensuring the QoS in dynamic network 

scenario. 

 To Support multi tenancy environment:   The overall 

objective is to develop a cognitive and self-

management system which automatically work on 

application policies during dynamic network 

condition. Also support the physical environments 

in which the network performs via well-defined 

potential self-organize functions [24].  

B. 5G Infrastructure Design Views 

This subsection mainly discussing about fundamental topics 

related to the 5G infrastructure and its impacts on 1) cellular 

networks, 2) physical resources and computing facilities, 3) 

network service and infrastructure management and 

orchestration, and 4) processing and deployment systems. 

The 5G technology considered as highly flexible and 

programmable end to end connected and computational 

infrastructure which offer service-aware, application aware, as 

well as context aware applications, such as;  

 An evolution with high storage capacity, 

communication performance as well as spectrum 

access in radio network slice. 

 An evolution with potential, flexible and 

programmability conversion in 5G non-radio 

network slice; example- access networks, core and 

edge networks, SDN, IoT networks, front haul and 

backhaul networks etc.   

 

Fig 2: 5G Infrastructure Design View 

The future generation mobile network architecture (i.e. 5G) 

provides new era into the growing business world which 

meets the verities of requirements with large sets of use cases 

and enables 5G networks with future proofs; i) implementing 

of cost effective network slicing, ii) addressing both users and 

application services, iii) support software resources, iv) 

integrating with heterogeneous technologies like fixed, 

dynamic as well as wireless technologies, v) integrating 

computation and communication services. Therefore, the 

different relevant design views are addressing over 5G 

infrastructures and the typical design view of 5G architecture 

is presented in the figure-2.   

The 5G network softwarization framework supports all 5G 

network segments [25]; radio 5G networks, front haul and 

back haul networks, SDN, mobile edge and core networks, 

satellite networks, etc. however, the key functionalities of 5G 

softwarization framework as; Integrated 5G data plane 

functions are scattered into edge and core network, resulting 

with creating the distributed flat network environment. The 

control plane responsible to manage mobility functions as 

well as control the QoSs. Additionally, it is integrated with 

heterogeneous technologies. 5G network softwarization 

plane functions are responsible for network programmability, 

virtualization functions in all 5G network slicing. Also enable 

for effective communication convergence and computation. 

[26] Virtual network function is behaves as core network 

unit in the 5G infrastructure.    
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As highlighted in the figure-2, the 5G network softwarization 

infrastructure (figure-3) is based on different service planes, 

which are discussing as follows; 

 Application and Business Service Architecture:  It 

responsible to define and implement the business 

service processes with specific chain values. An 

application and business service in the 5G network 

are the part of software which performs multiple 

functions, offers number of APIs to the application 

services of same/different planes to exploit those 

service functions and returns respective results [27].  

 Infrastructure Control Architecture: It responsible 

to provisioning and software service operations. It 

provides E2E heterogeneous networking operations 

as well as distributed cloud environments, involving 

logical physical network resources. The 

infrastructure control view includes set of software 

operations which helps for designing, 

implementing, deployment and managing the 

network components as well as services by 

programming [28]. It contains set of services 

requirements which need to be satisfied. As 

solution, different types of virtual network functions 

(VNFs) can be performed and integrated together, 

and each function contains specific bandwidth and 

processing requirements [26]. 

 System Management Architecture: The primary 

objective of 5G network design is to increase the 

flexibility, higher network density and 

programmability with system development kit and 

modular service platform and integrated system 

management. This creates a link between telecom 

business service needs and functional management 

systems. The system management plane is 

responsible for building operational services and 

manages the multiple network communication 

services running on the top layer of infrastructure. 

The main characteristics of system management 

plane includes; infrastructure abstraction, 

infrastructure discovery, and data bases. The service 

functionalities are; plugins, automatic 

reconfiguration of processing services, data 

management functionality.  

 Logical and Functional Architecture: In the 

traditional mobile network architecture, network 

functionalities are integrated with logical entities, 

and those are defined irrespective of service 

requirements and inter related with physical entities. 

Whereas, network function virtualization 

architecture allows service specific network 

functions to logical entities [29]. The primary aspect 

of this architecture is infrastructure programmability 

which tailor the both control function as well as data 

plane functions in the accordance of network 

performance and service requirements.  

There is consensus that, the logical and functional architecture 

of 5G should predict user and control planes enable individual 

scalability of two planes and logical centralized control [30]. 

There is also requirement to provide unified control plane for 

5G infrastructure. Nevertheless, in order to deploy 5G 

network with high degree implementation, the 5G-PPP 

investigating new innovations relating logical entities and 

interfaces for 5G cellular network.  

 Physical Architecture:In 5G architecture, a fixed 

access network interfaces the core network with 

radio link. The base stations and radio heads can be 

linked together by heterogeneous network 

technologies. These include static networks like 

VDSL/G.fast, optical fibers, coax, wireless 

alternatives (e.g. micro and mmwave, optical 

wireless networks) and combination of radio and 

optical networks.  The physical architecture of 5G 

network includes two core technologies, one is 

passive optical links and another is active remote 

nodes which are widely utilized for transport 

function [31]. The static network technologies 

comprise with core, metro and access domains. The 

access network domain utilizes heterogeneous 

transport technologies, while core and metro 

network domains realized with optical network 

links. In 5G network, optical transport behaves as 

access domain and is a key enabler offers maximum 

capacity. 

3. LITERATURE OF 5G BACKHAUL 

NETWORK 
There are various research studies that provide the emergent 

portfolio of fronthaul or backhaul solutions including novel 

technologies and legacy methods such as [32] [33]. The core 

part of this survey study is summarizing the prior research 

study in the state-of-art-of evolution of 5G mobile network 

backhaul solutions. The case study about evolution of cellular 

backhaul solution from 2G-3G and 3G-4G networks are 

described in [34] [35]. A hybrid approach of millimeter wave 

and optical backhaul framework is introduced by Dejan et.al 

[36] where software defined management tool named as small 

cell backhaul resource manager is introduced for new wireless 

and optical technologies. Furthermore, author presented a 

novel of millimeter wave wireless and optical OFDMA 

(orthogonal frequency division multiple access) passive 

optical network technology as backhaul solution for cost 

efficient, flexible and high speed network. Finally authors 

evaluated the proposed framework performance and showed 

network utilization, fairness and end to end user QoE for 

future mobile backhaul. 

Wireless backhaul technologies like microwave and 

millimeter wave has become more popular owing its 
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deployment, availability and cost effectiveness [37]. In this 

paper, authors addressing different backhaul challenges and 

solution methods for example; full duplex backhauling which 

enhance the performance of 5G wireless backhauling. The 

research study mainly focused on multi-tier RAN where 5G 

cells can communicate with micro base stations instead of 

cloud. The 5G cellular network will interconnect with billions 

of new devices with number of use cases and network 

services, which supports M2M services and IoT to cellular 

network [38]. These advance smart devices will not only 

improve the backhaul capacity, even also enhance the ultra-

low latency of ~ 1 ms connectivity requirements.   

With the evolution of 5G technology with advance services, it 

is expected that 5G technologies enables fully connected 

mobile services that empower social economic transport 

services in several ways [39]. According to the study of Maruf 

and Fauque [40], 5G backhaul network would face two 

external challenges i.e. ultra-dense network and ultralow 

latency requirements. Owing to the small cell deployment and 

high data traffic in 5G, 5G network needs to support 100 Gb 

of traffic from core network and present mobile backhaul 

networks are infeasible to meet such requirements in terms of 

low latency, availability, capacity, minimum cost and low 

energy consumption. In [40] authors highlighted 5G backhaul 

network requirements and illustrated the impact of today’s 

mobile backhaul networks. 

The backhaul research topic of adapting 5G radio access 

network facilitate a realistic performance is explored 

intermedia radio access network (RAN) architecture for 

centralized and distributed RAN to support the 

fronthaul/backhaul capabilities. In [41] authors mainly 

focused on network modeling of disruptive wireless scheme 

including millimeter-wave (mm-wave) and free space optics 

(FSO) for 5G backhaul mobile networks. Also they analyzed 

different network models and their efficiency by physical 

layer impairments and measure the different signal processing 

and coding methods performance. And a comprehensive 

experimental study conducted for validating the performance 

of the analytical model. 

The study of [42] and [43], authors reviewed a comprehensive 

research study on 5G network architecture and emerging 

technologies in the state of art of IoT technology requirements 

with communication technologies. Anuga et.al [42] presented 

an investigational study related to emerging technologies on 

5G cellular networks which support the potential traffic 

growth for IoT application. Also highlighted significant 

research challenges of deployment of critical IoT application. 

While in [43] Gupta et.al, provided a detail study on 5G 

cellular network architecture, along with massive multiple 

input output technology, and D2D communication 

technology. Also discussed about most emerging technologies 

can be utilized in 5G mobile systems to improve the 

performance desires like MIMI and D2D communication 

technology. For example; cognitive radio spectrum sharing, 

multi RAN technology, ultra-dense networks, mmwave 5G 

communication and cloud technology for RAN and SDN.  

Abdullah and Orainy [44], have discussed about wireless 

backhauling solution methods for small cell networks. Also 

summarized the current trails of 5G networks and reviewed 

research study on small cell backhaul wireless technologies. 

The paper [45], focused on 5G architectural concept for 

different platform which enable to growth many industries 

ranging from Business to IT industries, manufacturing to 

automotive industries. This paper discussed primary business 

and technical requirements that enterprise evolution of 4G to 

5G networks. Also provided essential requirements of overall 

5G infrastructure including functional, logical and physical 

architecture followed by elaborating the technical requirement 

which helps to build 5G-architecture.  

A novel framework of 5G millimeter wave backhaul 

technology is proposed [46]. It is integrated techniques of 

physical layer i.e. full duplex transmission and hybrid 

beamforming, with scheduling and routing scheme at higher 

layers. The study solved a problem of path selection for 

transmission and allocates a time period for mm wave 

backhaul by optimization model. The objective was to build 

an mm wave technology based 5G backhaul network. In [47], 

Bartelt et.al provided an extensive study on converge 

fronthaul/backhaul technology of cloud RAN. Multiplexing 

scheme is exploited that reduces the fronthaul network 

requirement in terms of latency and data rate. With this 

technique, future generation cellular networks could become 

fully virtualize. The concept of load and backhaul downlink or 

uplink decoupling has been proposed for 5G system [48]. This 

paper introduced cell association algorithm which considered 

the overall cell(s) load. Author exploits a flow-level traffic 

model which is highly realistic than full buffer model as 

compared from prior work.  Furthermore, downlink and 

uplink decoupling point’s connection are also applicable to 

allow cleaner communication by electing macro or small cells 

which needs minimum transmit energy [49]. The downlink 

macro cell coverage is very larger than small cell owing to 

much difference in transmit energy of both cells. While uplink 

all transmitters have the equal transmit energy and same 

range.  

Richard et.al [50], presented a novel approach of extending 

5G backhaul network with mm-waves and access links. This 

technique provides high data rate density. Also highlighted 

some technical challenges associated with 5G backhaul 

architecture. To determine a suitability requirement of 

microwave, backhaul for different sites (e.g. Urban, Rural 

macro site and urban small cell site), James et.al [51] 

considered topology & reference network for 3 different sites. 

Authors measured and compared the delivered capacity of 3 

different sites by microwave backhaul and concluded that if 

the operators network dimensions is according to the peak 

throughput, the conventional microwave bands insufficient for 

future proof. In the further research work [52] authors 

presented another report of mobile backhaul market; which 

detailed about mobile operators and has numerous options to 

build an own links, frequently utilizing point to point radio 

microwave. For the deployment of centralized radio access 

networks, very high capacity with low latency connection is 

required for hybrid-ARQ feedback with specified time [53]. 

For example; hybrid ARQ needs all uplink processing which 

must be finished minimum in 3ms after receiving the sub 

frame. The 3ms contain round trip delay as well as decoding 

operation. The decoding operation is performed at central 

processor unit.A flexible CRAN architecture with detail 

investigation of pre-coder and decoder implementation work 

is carried out on cloud platform [54]. A pre-coder operation 

can be executed locally or centrally in RANaaS, based on 

downlink transmission chain function split. In the last authors 

evaluated a comparable performance of different candidate 

technologies, and highlighted different required backhaul 

rates and their pros and cons. The study of Ge et.al [55] has 

studied how to improve the 5G backhaul network 

performance in terms of promoting high throughput with low 
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power consumption. Two different small cell scenarios are 

configured which analyzed the 5G wireless backhaul network 

traffic. Wireless backhaul is an attractive mechanism for small 

cellular systems which can deploy very easily in less cost. In 

various topologies deployment, wireless backhauling is 

advantageous to aggregate the nodes, placed at top of tall 

buildings near small cells.  Such nodes can offer high data-

rate to number of small cells in non-line of sight path [56], 

sustain the equal data-rate to gateway nodes exploiting line of 

sight paths and take benefit of all available bands. This study 

provides multiple applications e.g. power allocation, dual cost 

optimal aggregator-node placement, channel scheduling & 

routing to improve the wireless backhaul network 

performance.In [57] Chen et.al have investigated the backhaul 

challenges associated for heterogeneous mobile networks and 

introduced a hierarchical network model where every node is 

connected with neighboring node in the next level rank. Also 

derived average delay by considering into account re-

transmission on wireless networks and backhaul delay 

incurred from wired and wireless links. In detail, author 

introduced delay-based access control policy which could 

offer low latency at dense deployment. Zhao et.al [58] 

considered a heterogeneous cellular network exploiting 

wireless backhaul which offer data link from core network to 

small cell access points. The small cell access point’s 

selection is made based on iterative algorithm implementation 

results. The proposed algorithm performs fast and offer low 

complexity for small to average sized systems. Also utilized a 

random matrix theory for the implementation of large systems 

iterative algorithm which predicted the accuracy of the 

Monte-Carlo simulation results. Wireless technology plays 

significant role in small cell backhaul e.g. can minimize the 

network complexity and provide non-line of sight which 

maximizes the backhaul coverage [59]. Line of sight 

microwave backhaul technology offers flexible solution to the 

small cell’s operators. Furthermore, the study identified the 

small cell site by line of sight backhaul visibility and it is 

evaluated by allowing the range of small cell movement 

between 5 to 40m from its initial position and gaining 10 to 20 

percentage net improvement. Robson et.al [60] has explored 

the small cell backhaul requirements based on different small 

cell backhaul architectures, topologies and security aspects 

and QoS. The following table-1 summarize the qualitative 

work of existing backhaul solution for 5G network. The table 

briefly highlight the different backhaul solution methods their 

advantages and limitations. 

Table 1: Qualitative Review on Prior Backhaul Solutions for 5G Technology 

Ref.No Backhaul solution Standards Advantages Drawbacks 

[56], [61] Deployment based Two hop network, small cell, 

single antenna, uplink, out of 

band 

Optimized network 

functional cost, optimum 

placement of AN 

Computational complexity, 

Need channel state 

information 

 [62] Flexible backhauling In band, single antenna with 

Small cell and macro cell 

Minimum operational cost, 

improved backhaul 

capacity. 

Backhaul delay ignored high 

interference at small cell BS. 

[57], [63] Delay based backhaul 

management 

Single antenna with Macro 

BSs and Small cell BSs, out of 

band, downlink. 

Promote delay 

performance, minimize 

deployment cost, optimum 

beamforming mechanism 

Macro cell BS interference 

is ignored, need channel 

state information 

[55], [64] Interference backhaul 

management 

In band, uplink and downlink, 

single antenna Small cell BSs 

and Macro cell BSs 

Optimal bandwidth 

allocation, optimized user 

association 

Computational complexity, 

Macro cell BS interference 

is ignored, optimal uplink 

performance 

[65] Backhaul signaling 

overhead 

In band, downlink, multi-cell, 

multi-antenna BSs 

Low signaling overhead, 

provide QoS and BS energy 

constraint 

Computational complexity, 

ignore backhaul-delay  

[66] Microwave 

backhauling 

Fixed antenna alignment for 

both transmitting and receiving 

ends. 

High capacity, directivity 

and normal coverage 

High spectrum cost, external 

hardware cost,  

[46], [67] Millimeter wave 

backhauling 

Uplink and downlink 

coverage,  

Minimum interference  

High capacity, directivity, 

minimum coverage, zero 

spectrum cost, limited noise 

Need multi hopping, multi 

antennas, more hardware 

cost. 

4. OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
The key points drawn from the case study of 5G backhaul 

issue and available solutions are summarized as follow: 

 Wired backhaul solutions are described in [12]. 

Example; fiber backhaul connection is most popular 

wired backhaul solution which provides higher 

capacity with minimum bit error rate. 

Unfortunately, fiber connections are not available in 

many regions e.g. Europe nationwide 2014 [12]. 

Additionally, new fiber connection takes much time 

as compared to wireless connection and fiber 

deployment cost also very high and very complex. 

 Wireless backhaul technology become very popular 

due to its availability and cost efficiency. There are 

many approaches like microwave and mmwave, 

which allows the cell operators to have end to end 

access control instead of wired backhaul connection 

(i.e. fiber backhaul connection). But performance of 

wireless backhaul depends upon multiple factors 

including, site location, traffic rate, interference 

conditions, energy, hardware resources and 

spectrum availability [37].  

 Another wireless backhaul technology; FSO (i.e. 

Free space optics) is similar as fiber optics which 

uses indiscernible beam of light e.g. LASR, LED to 
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transmit the data with spectrum range of 300 Giga 

Hz to 1 Tera Hz. But FSO technology has several 

limitations like; line of sight communication, 

interference owing to ambient light, physical 

obstruction etc.  

 From the literature it is found that, there is no 

unique requirement towards designing 5G backhaul. 

Therefore, it is provision to select best network 

transports, and explore a new mechanism e.g. 

millimeter wave, sub-6Ghz, and so on.  

 Adaptive, flexible and dynamic operation of 5G 

backhaul is tough requirement. Therefore, it is 

require adapting efficient network resources. 

 The fusion of radio access network and wireless 

backhauling is significant move, transmitting the 

joint RAN model, operation and traditional 

topologies to successful 5G technology. Hence a 

RAN backhaul perception is critical in measuring 

backhaul solutions, leading to distinct results as 

compared to unaware RAN backhaul solutions. 

 It can be seen that; few studies of centralized RAN 

aware techniques are beneficial and become 

benchmark for cloud RAN with fiber fronthaul 

solutions.   

 With the growing size of large-scale networks and 

resource parameters, and growth of mesh topology 

in 5G backhaul employing self-optimized networks 

to automate network organization and optimize 

network into distributed manner. The significant 

advantage of self-optimized network is fast 

adaptability to dynamic network as compared to 

centralized optimized network. The challenge is to 

develop an efficient algorithm for self-optimized 

network which should have low complexity with 

low cost and minimum energy consumption. 

Another key point drawn from the existing research is that, 

technique adoption from software defined network (SDN) 

which plays significant role in the evolution of 5G backhaul. 

SDN supports to manage backhaul in heterogeneous 

environment and share the network resources to various 

parties, leading to low cost and less energy consumption.   

5. 5G BACKHAUL CHALLENGES AND 

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
The existing backhaul solutions are not enough to give 

accurate results and few of them are suffer from high cost, 

bandwidth shortage, or unreliability etc. To overcome such 

kind of problems, some potential backhaul methods are 

summarizing to solve such problems:  

 Distributed cell architecture and network protocols 

can be developed to forward high rate wireless data 

traffic in small cell backhaul networks. 

 Mmwave backhaul techniques are recommended to 

forward large traffic in 5G cellular backhaul 

networks. The cooperative small cell backhaul 

technology must be explored to solve handoff 

problems over small cell backhaul networks. 

 High energized efficient transmission protocols 

should be introduced to assure wireless 5G backhaul 

networks being placed in very low cost and 

minimum energy consumption.  

 Reliability and security of 5G backhaul network is 

also significant challenge which unsolved form 

existing methods, therefore it requires to investigate 

a security protocols for wireless 5G backhaul 

networks to increase the backhaul performance. 

 The most significant requirement of 5G network is 

the ultralow latency [43]. Some 5G services and use 

cases, e.g. remote control, M2M communication, 

real time monitoring autonomous driving etc need 

to support by network since these services needs 

tight security and ultralow latency. Additionally, 

network failure risks also more. Hence, it will 

become challenge for future backhaul networks to 

support wireless traffic and maintain QoS 

requirement with low latency. 

Due to higher RAN frequency usage in 5G network, the cell 

coverage area becomes very limited as compared to present 

cell site e.g. macro/micro cell. It is not possible to enlarge the 

cell coverage site capacity by thousand times. Thus, ultra-

dense network deployment is the efficient way to support 

>1000-time capacity for 5G network. 

6. CONCLUSION 
According to the optimal services, use cases, communication 

requirement of 5G, the future generation cellular network will 

not be user centric. The 5G wireless technology allows to 

connect smart devices which support IoTs and device to 

device services. Hence, wireless backhauling must meet 

distributed network requirements based on data traffic. The 

traffic may have higher speed with no latency or else low 

speed with low latency. Therefore, it can see there is no 

unique solution for 5G backhaul networks.  In that context, 

the present survey study presented 5G backhauling 

requirements and respective solutions.  For literature study 

have considered more than 30 papers and investigated 

efficient solutions, their benefits and drawbacks. Furthermore, 

have defined key points found from available backhaul 

solutions and highlighted research challenges. 
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